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Bringing the Outside 

inn
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s I make my way down the long, winding drive through an unspoiled wooded area, I 
feel my heart rate slow and my muscles relax when I spy the charming exterior of the 
Bennett’s home. Nestled into nature, the house looks like it belongs there and suggests 
both southern charm and modern living. While hard to find, the home is well worth 
the effort.
 Pati and Bill Bennett are used to directing people to their home, and Pati under-
stood exactly what I meant by the feeling of tranquility that descended upon me as I 
parked my car. “When I return from commuting to my demanding job, I just feel all 
the pressure disappear as I reach our private oasis,” she confides. In fact, it is hard to 
believe that I am just a few miles from the center of Richmond Hill. It feels like we are 
in the middle of rural Georgia.
 When they welcome me into their delightful and truly unique custom-built home, 
I really do get it. In spite of the busyness – their dogs barking, visiting family members 
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ingredients are important to me – and although we grow what we can 
here, I need to be able to create my favorite recipes.” Pati smiles when 
she says, “He told me not to worry as we were not too far from a huge 
Taj Mahal-style Publix!”
 Building is not a journey without its strains and complications: 
The day they signed the papers on the purchase of the land, Pati was 
unexpectedly let go from a company in which she had worked for 
many years. This resourceful couple changed their plans and lived 
with extended family to cut out any unnecessary expenditures. “No 
more Starbucks,” recalls Pati. They found a builder who could turn 
their dream into a reality while working within a very strict budget.
 “We interviewed five local builders – all of whom were very good 
and professional – but we just knew in our gut that we had to work 
with Ted Flake of Keller Enterprises,” Bill explains. His main prior-
ity was to choose a builder who would listen to his wife and make 
sure that her opinions were respected. “I didn’t want a builder who 
thought he could only talk to the man of the house when it’s a home 
for both of us.”
 Pati admits to being nervous, and Bill clearly states that he had a 

making coffee, Bill’s work associates dropping by to see him in his home-
based office — there remains a feeling of calmness and relaxation.  
 The draw of this charming residence comes from the way in which 
it manages to balance natural colors and textures and clean lines with 
the abundance of natural light. “We had a vision to really combine 
coastal Georgia indoor/outdoor living, but take it a step further – we 
don’t dominate our environment, but aim to complement it,” Bill says 
of their vision. Not only do they have an outdoor fireplace on one of 
the two cozy patios, which flank the main living area, but they display 
natural wood and brick walls in their living room, the room which 
Pati has dubbed “our outside inn.”
 Pati was born in Germany, but her parents moved the family to 
New York when she was 12 years old; she then moved south as a 
young woman. Ten years ago, when she met, and later married Bill, 
they shared a vision of buying raw land that they could conserve, 
build on and follow their ideal lifestyle. “We have made a pact to ap-
preciate the simpler things in life,” says Bill. “Finding this land was the 
beginning of that journey.”  
 Pati remembers when they first came to Richmond Hill. They 
loved the town, the friendly and polite people and the beauty of the 
area, but they both laugh when they remember her concern when 
Bill described the location of this perfect land for them. “I wanted 
to know about my grocery shopping, as I love to cook. We enjoy our 
time talking together as I prepare our evening meals. Simple, quality 
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strict budget and clear ideas about what they wanted in their home, 
as well as a commitment to conservation – all of which were non-
negotiable. “Ted just said “trust me,” so we did, and we were right to 
do so,” Pati remembers. “He had to go outside of his usual vendors to 
get exactly what we needed at the right price sometimes, but it was 
never an issue. Our outside fireplace, shed and a bonus room with a 
half bath upstairs were perks that we didn’t think we would be able to 
afford, but we did!”
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Club of Richmond Hill.) “I judge the moral fiber of people and Ted is 
one of those people who do well by doing good.”
  “People sometimes think that custom building a home is just for 
the 5,000-square foot plus, luxury houses, where budgets are flexible. 
But in fact, when there is less space and a limited budget, customiz-
ing what is available becomes even more important. Custom building 
is for anyone who wants their home to be built around their needs, 
not to fit into a builder’s standard design,” says Ted Flake as he recalls 
building the Bennett’s dream home.
 Style, southern charm and modern functionality all come together 
in a relaxed, beautiful setting nestled in the woods of Richmond Hill. 
“It never gets old living here,” Pati smiles. q

 As I am shown around this delightful 2,600-square foot home, I 
am amazed by all the little personal touches, which are stylish but 
enormously practical for the Bennett’s lifestyle. The open living space 
seems to embrace you as the kitchen, dining and living areas flow 
seamlessly together. The dishwasher and some of the kitchen coun-
ters are extra high to accommodate the foot in height difference be-
tween Pati and the towering six foot four inch Bill. There is a shower 
in the laundry/mud room for when the two come in from working 
their land (Bill is planning a citrus orchard as their next venture). A 
striking brick trim on both patios draws your attention, “An original 
accent which was Ted’s idea,” claims Bill. And, Pati’s dream, a walk-in 
pantry and walk-in closets that make amazing use of the space avail-
able to combine beauty with functionality. 
 The balance of cozy intimacy with spacious and airy high-ceil-
inged rooms is inviting and leaves one longing to settle into the living 
space to just enjoy the features. “Ted was amazing,” confirms Pati. “He 
was very thorough, had a calming personality when we found it hard 
to make a decision, and he managed to get everything built to our de-
manding standards within seven months and on budget!” “Of course 
he is a Rotarian,” says Bill. (Ted serves on the board of the Rotary 
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